Lexis® Home Page

Start research faster with streamlined access to your most-used activities

Using customer feedback as the guide, the home page for the Lexis service has been simplified. The colorful "pods" have been removed to streamline the page; however, the links to activities like History and Alerts remain in places where they existed already. Here's where you'll find:

**History:** Select the History link in the black bar at the top of the screen to quickly access your last five searches, Shepard's® searches and documents viewed. Or move to your full 90-day history. (Also view your last five searches when you begin typing in the search box.)

**Help:** Click Help in the black bar at the top of the screen to move to the Online Help tool, including online Tutorials. Find a link to On-Demand Training at the bottom of the screen along with a Customer Support number.

**Folders, Alerts, Notifications and Live Chat (with LexisNexis® Customer Support):** Find all of these tasks when you select the More pull-down menu in the black bar at the top of the screen.

**Favorites:** Select the More Options pull-down menu under the Lexis Search Box to return to Favorite sources.

**Archived Code Search:** Select Statutes/Legislation from the content types in Explore Content.

**News from Law360®:** Select Legal News from content types in Explore Content.

**Custom Pages:** Find your Custom Pages and a link to create new ones in Explore Content under the Content Type tab.